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Optimal Control Strategy of UPQC on Variable 
Phase Angle Control Method 

Goll Geetha, K. Jithendra Gowd, M. Srinivasarao

Abstract. The United Power Quality Conditioner(UPQC) is 
proposed one of the most promising solution for reducing PQ 
problems of load and source sides.Because of its outstanding 
performance .UPQCmade up of two types of power converters, it 
expansion of price .The optimal VA ratings in this paper the 
converter  in the upqc are investigated compensating 
requirements due to system. Based on the phase angle control 
(PAC) method both active and reactive power supports series 
converter.  PAC has the advantage   of the displacement angleby 
adustingof corresponding changing online loading of VA. 
VariablePAC methodbacedon,the shunt and series of ratings  
converters to optimizea two-stage algorithm is utilized to obtain 
maximum power converters rates of utilization in the UPQC. 
Moreover, the proposed UPQC to minimize VA loadings of online 
for the dissimilarcompensating performances control 
alogorithms utilized. For proposed optimization algorithm the 
advantage with other approaches the proposed UPQC are 
compared. With the simulation proposed algorithms are 
validated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The power systems issues of voltage swells and sags are 
dependably[1], [2]. The power system issues could prompt 
closedown of under-sired touchy loads and create budgetary 
misfortunes of influence frameworks. Besides, developing 
utilization of lopsided and power electronic nonlinear 
burdens expands current and voltage twists power in 
frameworks. the power quality (PQ) will debase of  
frameworks and further diminish the lattice control factor. 
The  power framework mutilated current is infused the 
overheating will createof trans-formers and capacitors, 
stumbling of defensive transfers,  lessening of the  smart 
accuracy meters. Subsequently, activity  earnestly is 
expected for maintain a strategic distance from the harm of 
the power frameworks brought about by the in advance of 
referenced PQ issues [1]-[7]. One of as arrangements, to 
relieve the PQ issues of the source and burden sides the 
UPQC was proposed [8] as represented in Fig. 1.  
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From that point onward, UPQC drawn an ever increasing 
number of considerations of analysts due to its exceptional 
exhibition in taking care of the PQ issues power in the 
framework [9].  
The UPQC comprises two arrangements of converters 
intensity, it builds assembling setup cost. This is reason has 
not been commercialized UPQC. 
 The decrease of evaluations without the UPQC bargaining 
pay capacities winds up basic, it will as expand the usage of 
the converters rate and diminish the assembling frameworks 
of the cost. Along these lines, the entire framework will 
have higher aggressiveness.  
 

 
Fig. 1.UPQC block diagram. 

 
Lately, specialists have done bunches of work about UPQC, 
for the most part centered around the control procedures of 
the framework.  The UPQC system the voltage repaying 
approach are  arranged noteworthy in four  classes, i.e., 
UPQC-active power, UPQC-reactive power, UPQC-VAmin 
and UPQC-apparent power [9]. In the approach of  UPQC-
active power,  kill the voltage droop or swell by utilizing the 
dynamic power infusing  repaying voltage by  the converter  
arrangement. On account of UPQC-Q, responsive power is 
used to remunerate the voltage hang by infusing a 
quadrature voltage [9], [10]. In  UPQC-VAmin and 
approaches UPQC-S, arrangement converter underpins both 
dynamic and receptive power dependent on the stage point 
control (PAC) strategy [9]-[11]. In previous couple of years, 
various calculations [12]-[19] to manage limiting the 
absolute UPQC VA stacking are proposed. From literatures, 
the negligible absolute VA stacking of the UPQC must be 
accomplished by extending the general of the frameworks 
size [12] There is no compelling reason to refresh the 
internet working dis-position edge to understand the control 
usage. How-ever, from the VA stacking bends of both the 
converters, clearly the UPQC of VA loadings can be 
diminished setting by diverse removal edges. There still is to 
space  
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Fig. 2.PAC method of UPQC operation. 

 
 UPQC VA ratings are cut down by refreshing the web 
based working relocation edges. In this paper, we 
investigate the bends of the  VA loadings for two converters 
the two sorts of last extreme remunerating conditions. 
 By utilizing the controllable removal point, a two-organize 
calculation is utilized to get the ideal key VA appraisals of 
converters in the UPQC. For that situation,  For every single 
working condition we can acquire the greatest use rates of 
power converters. Moreover, we compute the comparing 
dislodging points which guarantee the VA loadings won't 
surpass the VA appraisals amid UPQC compensating tasks. 
A relating on the web control procedure is created to change 
the removal point, which guarantees the wellbeing activity 
of the framework. The VA appraisals of the de-marked 
UPQC are contrasted and the VA evaluations of UPQC-
VAmin, UPQC-P, and UPQC  

II. PROBLEM  STATMENT 

A. Statistical Modelling 

The graph of the phasorcurrent and voltage in the 
professional presented UPQC is shown in Fig. 2. Thephasor 
diagram   shunt current(Ish) , Load current (   ), Grid 
current (  ), grid voltage (  ), and load voltage (   ) in 
Steady state condition of regular UPQC-P topology are 
likewise illustrated. The steady state   what's more, 
  

 =   are the evaluated and real lattice voltages, separately. 
The steady state    and VS’=KVS are the actual and rated 
grid voltage respectively.   Represent the proportion of  ′ 
and   .  Sagvoltage is k, steady state and swell voltage 
when k<1,k=1, and k>1.  The resultant load voltage (  ′) 
and   ′ in order to have a displacement angle( ). The 
resulting load current (  ′)  will be  observed that angle( ) 
[10], [11]. Thus during operations  load power factor angle 
(∅) and the load current(   or   ′) are constant.   ′=   ⁄ and 
  ℎ′ are  thecorresponding shunt compensating current and 
the actual grid current, respectively. The 
mathematicalmodellingcan be utilizing the 
equations[10],[11]and [20] realized the UPQC The series 
amplitudeinjected voltage can be derived as 
   =  ∙√1+ 2−2 cos                               (1) 
 The series convertercalculation  by the  VA loading as 
follows 
   =   ∙  ′ =  ∙1 ∙√1+ 2−2 cos       (2) 
 The shunt converter calculation by the VA loading 
asfollows: 
  ℎ=√  ℎ2+  ℎ2                                    (3) 
  ℎ=√  2∙1+ 2−2 cos  2+  2−2            (4) 
VA loading  can be computed by the total UPQC 
     =   +  ℎ     (5) 
It is noticed that in the conditions (1)- (5),In the framework 
is estimated by   is a controllable variable and   is a 

variable. The impact of the voltage proportion of the 
arrangement Appendix A is explained in transformer . 

B. Formation of impartial and restriction 

The  goal of work to enhance that entirety of evaluations of  
VA converters in the  UPQC with the end goal ofmost 
extreme utilization of the power converters. It endeavors to 
get the achievable least appraising of UPQC dependent on 
framework compensation prerequisite.  
The UPQC framework ought to pursue the working rule  the 
VA loadings that can't go over the rating esteems. Using 
numerical model and the working rule, the optimization 
issues can be defined the accompanying . 
Min. F=X+Y                   (6) 
s.t.  ℎ( , )≤                 (7) 
  ( , )≤                         (8) 
where  X and Y are the   ℎ and     of VA rating, 
respectively. The constraintineqality (7) and (8) can ensure 
  ℎ   and     their VA ratings are within limits.One of the 
basic UPQCcapabilities to requitethe voltage swell and  sag. 
From this analysis [20], The compensating conditions are 
two types.    is indicated by worst voltage.where K is the 
worst voltage swell, and     , where k is the worst voltage 
sag. For two conditions of the     and    will gain the 
maximum values. By the conditions of worst case scenario 
,simplified issue can be  the optimization. 
Min. F=X+Y            (9)                                                      
The   ℎ(    , 1)≤  (10)  
  ℎ(    , 2)≤                 (11)                                                                                
 (    , 1)≤                                                            (12) 
(    ,2)≤                                                       (13) 
where  and     are the working dislodging plots for k = 
    also, k=    , individually. The most dire outcome 
imaginable contemplations ensure the UPQC proposed that  
can deal with the extreme pay conditions. 

 
Fig. 3.generalized algorithm flow chart. 

In view of this system, a two-organize calculation is used to 
limit the appraisals of converters of UPQC in the 
accompanying segment. 
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III. WITH PROPOSED ALGORITHM OF UPQC 
DESIGN 

A. Algorithm of proposed 

At the point when the calculation of proposed in Fig. 4 is 
included, the appraised burden input voltage (   ), power 
demand load(  +   ), com-pensation prerequisites 
requirements (     and     ), change  in step(  ) in  , in 
.., and step change (  ) in  X .At that point, for each 
progression change (  ) in   , The      is determined the 
full-load under condition to K =     furthermore, K.=      
utilizing (4). This strategy proceeds until    achieves 

 

 
. 

Locate the individual least and most extreme incentive out 
of     ,which is         /        for K=    also, 
        /        for K=     The limit of         also, 
         is chosen as the less limit for the VA rating of    , 
i.e.,         Additionally, base for        what's more, 
         is chosen as the higher limit, i.e., 
        Whenever m=1, set an estimation of         for X, 
is VA rating of     In view of .., figure the working dis-
situation point  1/  2 for K=    / K=    utilizing (10)/(1  
1). The base conceivable VA stacking of the arrangement 
converter for K =           is registered as Y1/y2 
dependent on   /  2 utilizing (12)/(13). The limit of Y1 and 
Y2 is the VA rating as selected, which is put away in     
Here we get an attainable structure assessment of the VA 
appraisals, i.e.X also, Y. This procedure proceeds until 
achieves the upper limit         change in X progression is  
   From that point forward, we acquire topossible plan 
assessments of what's more, ... The base rodent ing of the 
UPQC (       ) is the base whole of X what's more, Y. 
Once (       )  is acquired, the relating VA appraisals of 
the    also,     (      what's more,      ) can be resolved. 
Output        ,      also,      at the finish of the 
calculation.  

B. Structure of the UPQC  

In view of the contextual analysis expressed in Section II-C, 
the structured using the proposed UPQC calculation. Info 
the appraised burden voltage (  =400V), load power 
demand(  =10kw what's more,(  =10Kvar), voltage 
remunerating necessities (    =0.6 and     =1.4), 
(  =0.01 rad) in step change  and  (  =1VA) step change in 
X as approach the beginning the calculation.  In stage I  
finishing the hunt procedure the achievable plan assessments 
are gotten as plotted.  The rating of the shunt converter and 
that of arrangement convertershows the strong line. It is 
noticed  that exchange of the two destinations.   The shunt 
converter  VA ratings will be depletion   and prompt an 
expansion in that of the arrangement converter, and the 
other way around. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                            (a) 

 
Fig. 4.the proposed UPQC implementation of  
control.(a)Series conveter control (b)Shunt converter 
control. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION CONTROL 

For UPQC prosed, the working relocation edge ought to be 
refreshed online so as to guarantee the  what's more, ..... are 
inside their appraisals for the most exceedingly terrible 
repaying conditions. Besides, by changing the working 
dislodging plot other for  conditions of repaying, the VA 
online stacking can be diminished. Contrasted and more 
exchanging recurrence control  transformers, converters are 
exceptionally productive electrical gadgets. For instance, the 
ABB EcoDry transformer able to give a more proficiency of 
99%. Accordingly the transformer of the power misfortunes 
is  moderately low, which won't impact framework 
efficiency. To the UPQC converter power, to fulfill 
equivalent repaying necessity, a online higher VA stacking 
will lead to all the more working force misfortunes. Hence, 
by decreasing the online VA stacking without bargaining the 
redressing prerequisite, the working force misfortunes of the 
converters can be diminished. Along these lines, the 
framework effectiveness can be expanded.  

A. Series converter control 

The age of load voltagereference needs the detected 
framework voltage   , (see the square graph Fig. 7(a)). 
Greatness of framework voltage |   | able to be acquired by 
recognizing basic voltage pinnacle of   , . At that point we 
separate the |   | by the appraised estimation    to get the 
momentary estimation of  . The deliberate three-stage load 
voltage   , also, current   , are dealt with the    /   
change. Immediate burden dynamic and power responsive 
are determined pursues as [21]: 

               +     .                     (14)  
               -     .                     (15) 
 
A low pass channel (LPF) ablebe utilized for follow basic 
segments    and    from    and   , individually. The LPF 
transient reaction is clarified 
in Appendix C.  
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By using determined  ,   and  , the working dislodging 
point  able be gotten as low.       ( ,  ,  , ) (16)  
s.t.    ( ,  ,  , ) ≤    _  (17)  
  ℎ ( ,  ,  , ) ≤   ℎ_  (18)  
where in (16),       is target work from (5); and   is 
determined by limiting       . In the imbalance 
limitations (17) and (18), the working VA loadings (    and 
  ℎ ) are nside the appraised qualities, i.e.,    _  and 
  ℎ_�. The fast change in � can be maintained a strategic 
distance from by going � through a rate limiter. The stage 
bolted circle (PLL) able be used for follow synchronizing 
stage edge �� from ��, . At that point the heap voltage 
reference signals ��,∗ are created utilizing ��, �, and �� 
. The blunder between ��, and ��, are sent to the PWM 
controller for the entryway signals age of the arrangement 
converter.  

B. Shunt converter control 

The shunt convertercontrol depicted is shown in Fig. 7(b). 
��, is first dealt with the ���/�� change for acquire 
��,. The central part ��, is followed from ��,. The 
mistake among the reference and estimated dc voltage 
connect ���∗ and ��� is send to the relative vital to 
acquire (PI) controller, utilized to keep up voltage dc 
connect. Since UPQC will just give the central dynamic 
intensity of heap request and misfortunes related to keeping 
up the dc-connect voltage, �� + ����� is utilized to 
register the reference ��,∗ . The definition is given in the 
accompanying  

[
iS  
∗

iS  
∗ ] =  

1

  s  
 2        s  

 2  
  s    s  
  s     s  

   
p 
 
     oss
 

   (19) 

i�
*, is t the ��/��� transformation to obtaini�

*,abc. 
i�*,abcand��,abcare between the errors, generation of the 
gate signals for the shunt converter are sent to PWM 
controller. 

V.Matlab Simulation Results 

1.  Linear load operation. 

1) The operating UPQC in t=0.1-0.2s  voltage swell a at 
40%, t=0.2-0.3s in steady state, and t=0.3-0.6s 40% voltage 
sag. 
2)  The Load 1 (full load) in t=0.1-0.4s the system is 
connected .Load 1 is disconnected to the system Load 2 is 
connected. At �=0.5 �, Load 2 is disconnected  to the 
system Load 3 is connected  
Case_1  Proposed UPQC under linear load performance: 

 
Vs 

 
Vl                

 
Vdc 

                                         Delta 
                                                    IL              

 
Ish 
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PL 

 
QL
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Qs 
Ssh 

 
Sse 

 
Supqc 

Fig.proposed UPQC performance of linear under load: vS, 
vL, vse, vdc, ä, iS, iL and ish.��, ��, ��, ��, ���, 
��ℎ, and �����. 

2.Underoperation of abrupt phase change  

under the sudden phase change of source voltage the UPQC 
proposed operation is also investigated. By utilizing presag 
restoration techniques and the detection of phase jump  

 
Vs

 
Vlabc

 
Vseabc

 
Vdc
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                                           Delta 
Fig.Under phase change abrupt of voltage source of UPQC 
proposed performance: vS,vL,vse, vdcand deltä 

3. Operation under nonlinear load 

1)  40% voltage sag in the UPQC in t=0.1-0.2s  t = 0.2-0.3 s 
in steady state, and  t = 0.3-0.6 s 40% voltag swell. 
2) Load 4, Load 5 and Load 6  is connected to the system.in 
t = 0.1-0.4 s.  disconnected to the Load 6, at t = 0.4 s,. Thus  
connected  to the Load 4  and  Load 5 att = 0.4-0.6 s to the 

system. 

 
 

Vs 

 
VL

 
Vse

 
Vdc 

 
Delta       

 
Is

Ish

  IL 
Fig.Under non-linear load of UPQC-P performance: vS, 

vL, vse, vdc, δ, iS, iLandish. 
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Ssh

 
 

Ps 

 
Qs 

 
 
 
 

 
Supqc 

Under nonlinear load of UPQC-P performance: vS, vL, vse, 
vdc,  , iS, iLandish. PL, QL, PS, QS, Sse, Ssh and SUPQC 
Under nonlinear load of proposed UPQC performance 
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Ishabc 

Fig. 20.Under non-linear load of UPQC performance: 
vS, vL, vse, vdc, δ, iS, iL and ish. 

PL

 QL

 
Psh 

 
PS 

 
Qs 

 
SSe 

 
Supqc 

Fig.Under nonlinear load of proposed UPQC 
performance: PL, QL, PS, QS, Sse, Ssh and SUPQC 

V. EXTENSION RESULTS 

Under nonlinear load of proposed UPQC performance: vS, 
vL, vse, vdc, ä, iS, iLIsh, PL, QL, PS, QS, Sse, Ssh and 
SUPQC 

Vabc

 
Vlabc

Vseabc
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Supqc 
Fig. under nonlinear load of UPQC-P performance: vS, 
vL, vse, vdc, ä, iS, iL ish.PL, QL, PS, QS, Sse, Ssh and 

SUPQC. 
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Extension ilabc 

 

Proposed ilabc 

 
Extension ishabc 

 
+Ishabc proposed 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The PAC of variable technique, a proposed two-stage 
algorithm calculation is to choose  shunt converter of base 
evaluations what's more, arrangement converter of the 
UPQC so as to get the greatest use in the UPQC of power 
converters ratings. The calculatuion control of comparing  
has guaranteed the sheltered activity of planned UPQC. The 
exhibition of planned UPQC is confirmed practicality of 
extension  calculations. The promising utilization and points 
of interest of the extension calculations are sketched out as 
pursues:  
1) The UPQC base rating of VA is chosen by variable PAC 
utilizing technique. It build the use of the converters rates 
and lessen assembling the framework price.  
2) The control strategy of proposedable to ensure 
changeover of the smooth removal point amid the state of  
transient.  
3) The calculations of proposed can be connected in the 
progressed topologies of UPQC, e.g., UPQC of 
transformerless, the usage converters rate to bilid in the 
framework. 
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